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Abstract: Monoclinic gallium oxide (β−Ga2 O3 ) has found great research interest in solar blind photodetector (SBP)
applications due to its’ bandgap ∼ 4.85 eV and availability of high quality native crystal growth. Applications including missile guidance, flame detection, underwater/intersatellite communication and water purification systems require
SBPs. β−Ga2 O3 SBPs with high responsivity values have been published indicating internal gain in these devices.
The gain has been attributed to accumulation of self-trapped hole (STH) below Schottky metal which the lowers Schottky barrier in these devices based on some approximations rather than a proper device simulation. In this paper,
technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulation of β−Ga2 O3 SBPs are performed to numerically investigate
the effect of low hole mobility STHs on Schottky barrier lowering (SBL). The simulations revealed that based on the
theoretical hole mobility of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 , photoconductive gain in β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors cannot be
attributed to STH related hole accumulation near Schottky contact. It is found that hole mobility in the range of
1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 − 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 is required to induce ∼ 0.3 eV of SBL potential. Unless such low hole
mobility is reported either experimentally or theoretically, it is not reasonable to attribute gain to STH formation in
these devices.
Key words: Gallium oxide, β−Ga2 O3 self-trapped holes, photodetector, Schottky barrier lowering, photoconductive
gain, simulation

1. Introduction
Solar blind photodetectors (SBPs) have been focus of research owing to potential applications in underwater
and intersatellite communications, missile guidance and water purification systems. Having band gap energy
∼4.85 eV, and high quality melt grown substrate availability, β−Ga2 O3 is one of the most promising wide band
gap material which is suitable for applications in SBPs [1-4]. Also, various thin film growth techniques have
been successfully performed to modify dopants as well as to get heteroepitaxial layers on various substrates
[5-8]. From these materials various SBP devices have been reported, mostly in the form of Schottky and metalsemiconductor-metal (MSM) architecture [9-14]. In general, the devices show large photoconductive gain that
is the number of electrical charges flowing from the device is larger than number of the incident photons. In
many reports the gain is obtained even at low bias range (1-5 V) [10-12] and in some devices; gain is observed
with an onset at high bias ( >10 V) condition [13-15]. The latter case indicates clearly that impact ionization
is the gain mechanism in those devices. On the other hand, explaining the former case has been controversial.
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Without direct experimental proof, it was speculated to be due to hole traps near Schottky contact. Widely
accepted explanation for the gain has been related with the presence of self-trapped holes (STHs) [14].
Theoretical studies indicated that holes have very high hole effective mass and those are trapped by
localized lattice distortions in β−Ga2 O3 and such phenomenon results in very low hole mobility estimated to
be 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 based on activated process in a STH migration process [15,16]. Experimental works
also supported the STH formation through photocurrent spectroscopy [16], electron paramagnetic resonance
[17] and photo-luminescence [18] measurements on n-type β−Ga2 O3 . On the other hand, recently p-type
conductivity in hydrogen doped β−Ga2 O3 and heavily N-doped β−Ga2 O3 (hole mobility of 41.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 )
have been demonstrated [19,20]. Also, simulations on β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors revealed average hole
mobility of 20 cm2 V−1 s−1 [21]. These indicate that applied electric field, material growth conditions and doping
elements can greatly effect hole transport mechanism in β−Ga2 O3 .
One of the most highly cited study has been performed by Armstrong et al. on the role of STHs in
photoconductive gain of β − Ga2 O3 detectors [14]. The work was based on the generation of excess positive
charge near Schottky contact assuming an optical absorption coeﬀicient of 107 cm−1 for h υ > 5 eV. With simple
calculation authors reported the STH formation with a concentration of 1 × 1019 cm−3 below β−Ga2 O3 surface
upon above bandgap illumination. However, the reference used for such high optical absorption coeﬀicient in
fact reported the value ∼ 107 m−1 (probably a unit conversion mistake) which is 100 times less than the
value used in the abovementioned study [22]. Considering this difference, the reported STH concentration will
decrease by 100 times which would result in no considerable change in Schottky barrier height lowering (SBL)
thus, could not satisfactorily explain gain in β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors. A proper device simulation is
needed to investigate the effect of hole mobility (STH) on the photoconductive gain of β−Ga2 O3 detectors.
In this report the effect of STH mobility on SBL is simulated by TCAD software based on widely
accepted β−Ga2 O3 material parameters to solve drift diffusion and carrier continuity equations upon ultraviolet
excitation, hole mobility variation and reverse biasing. Recombination mechanisms firstly investigated then,
hole concentration level was analysed. After investigating the electric field profile SBL potential was calculated.
The results were discussed to identify the relation between the photoconductive gain and STH related low hole
mobility in β−Ga2 O3 detectors.
2. Methods
Having low hole mobility, holes are expected to accumulate in depletion region of a Schottky diode. Combined
with the ionized donor charge, negative image charge in Schottky metal builds up to satisfy charge neutrality.
This negative charge effectively lowers the barrier height between metal and semiconductor ( ϕb ) by a value of
∆ϕb (Figure 1a) which is defined by the following equation [23,24]:
√
∆ϕb =

q Em
,
4 π ϵs

(1)

where Em is the electric field strength in a semiconductor at the metal interface and ϵs is dielectric constant of
the semiconductor. It can be seen from Eq. (1) that electric field should be calculated to find barrier lowering
potential. Note that optically generated minority carrier hole density need to be considered in electric field
calculation especially in semiconductors under photo excitation with low hole mobility (in the case of STH
based transport). To do this task, a proper device simulation should be used.
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The simulations of STH mobility on SBL of β−Ga2 O3 vertical SBPs are obtained by solving driftdiffusion, carrier continuity and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination equations using Silvaco Atlas semiconductor device software. Following material parameters were used to model of β−Ga2 O3 in this work; energy
band gap of 4.8 eV [25], electron aﬀinity of 4 eV [26], relative dielectric constant of 10 [27], optical absorption
coeﬀicient of 5 × 105 cm−1 [22], electron mobility of 153 cm2 V−1 s−1 [28], electron effective mass of 0.28 mo
[29] and minority carrier hole and electron lifetime of 0.176 ns [30]. Above band gap excitation energy of 5
eV was used with a power density of 1 mWcm−2 . Schottky barrier height of 1.05 eV was set and 100% metal
optical transparency was assumed for simplicity [31]. The simulated structure is depicted in Figure 1b. The
structure had 2 µm thick 3 × 1017 cm−3 n-type doped β−Ga2 O3 layer with full Schottky metal coverage on
front side and ohmic contact on the back side. It is assumed that donors fully ionize in the n-type layer.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representing Schottky barrier lowering in a Schottky diode. (b) The design of the simulated
Schottky diode.

3. Results and discussion
In the simulation, the effect of STH formation is represented by low hole mobility which reflects itself with
two main process; (1) high Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination rate at positions away from Schottky
contact under weak electric field strength and (2) high concentration of holes at positions close to Schottky
contact where hole drift current flows. Having high electric field near Schottky contact depicts itself with
aforementioned Schottky barrier lowering. To investigate this whole process, we can start from investigating
the simulation of SRH recombination rate using the following equation [32];
RSRH =

p n− nie 2
,
τn [n+ nie exp (ET /kT)] +τp [p+ nie exp (−ET /kT)]

(2)

where p, n and nie are hole, electron and intrinsic carrier concentrations, and k, T are Boltzmann constant
and lattice temperature, respectively. Electron and hole minority carrier lifetimes are denoted by τn and τp ,
respectively. Parameter ET represents the energy difference between trap and intrinsic energy level which is
assumed to be 0 eV in the simulation. Then, the term ’ n+ nie exp (ET /kT) ’ reduces to ‘ n+ nie ’ and since n
≫ nie for n-type semiconductors, the term further reduces to ‘n’. Similar steps applies to holes upon above
bandgap optical excitation. Since, p × n ≫ nie 2 under these conditions. Finally, Eq. (2) approximately equals
to the flowing;
RSRH ∼
=

pn
.
τn n+τp p

(3)
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The variation of simulated SRH rate, electron and hole concentrations and applied optical generation rate
with the distance from the Schottky contact is shown in Figure 2a for the SBP with hole mobility of
1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 under zero bias condition. It can be seen that SRH rate peaked up to the optical recombination rate at the position where electron and hole concentrations are equal to each other. This relation
is expected from Eq. (3) where ’ RSRH ’ has its maximum value at ’p = n’ condition. The situation of SRH
rate being equal to the optical generation rate indicates that none of the optically generated holes contributes
to photocurrent and all of these get recombined with majority carrier electrons at the given position. As the
vertical distance from the Schottky contact decreases below ∼25 nm, the hole concentration rapidly increases.
Holes at this region are able to drift to the Schottky contact as expected from a photodiode.
The effect of hole mobility on SRH rate characteristic is critical especially at very low hole mobility
levels. Variation of SRH recombination rate and electron concentration across vertical distance from Schottky contact is depicted in Figure 2b under varying hole mobility values from 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 down to
1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 . As expected, further lower hole mobility resulted in expansion of SRH recombination
over the device, especially in regions with relatively lower Electric field. This is also verified from electron concentration profile (Figure 2b). At hole mobility values lower than 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 , electron concentration
increases which obviously boosts SRH rate (Eq. 3).
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Figure 2. (a) Variation of electron and hole concentration and SRH and optical generation rate as a function of vertical
distance from Schottky contact for hole mobility of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 under zero bias. (b) Electron concentration and
SRH recombination rate for the diodes with hole mobility in the range of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 - 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1
as a function of vertical distance from Schottky diode under zero bias.

To investigate the simulated electron concentration variation with hole mobility, it is wise to obtain
hole profile across the device. Figure 3a shows variation of hole concentration as a function of distance from
Schottky contact under different hole mobility. It can be seen that hole concentration at regions close to
Schottky contact increases with decreasing hole mobility. Also, as expected from photo excitation profile, hole
concentration shows exponential decay in the depletion region. Hole concentration values at the semiconductorSchottky contact interface are obtained as follows; 2 × 1015 cm−3 , 2 × 1017 cm−3 , 5 × 1018 cm−3 and 6
× 1019 cm−3 at hole mobility values of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 , 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 , 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
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1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 , respectively. Due to charge neutrality condition, accumulation of holes require equal
number of reduction in ionized donors which leads to depletion width narrowing. Note that ND was set to 3
× 1017 cm−3 thus, average hole concentration higher than ND would significantly narrows the depletion width
which is the case for very low hole mobility range ( < 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 ). To conceive the accumulated hole
level relation with hole mobility, current equations need to be visited. Electron (Jn) and hole (Jp) drift-diffusion
current was calculated from the following equations;
Jn = qnµn E + kTµn ∇n,

(4)

Jp = qpµp E − kTµp ∇p,

(5)

where µn and µp are electron and hole mobility, E is electric field strength and ∇ n & ∇p are concentration
gradient of electrons & holes, respectively. One can see from Eq. (5) that drift component of hole current is
directly proportional to ‘p’ and ‘ µp ’. To satisfy similar drift current ‘ µp ’ and ‘p’ need to be inversely proportional
to each other which is exactly obtained for the hole mobility of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 .
However, further decrease in hole mobility resulted in relatively less increase in hole concentration. This
phenomenon is related to the reduction in photo generated carriers within the depletion width. As discussed
above, narrower depletion width was observed under very low hole mobility. Since hole current is dominated
by drift component rather than diffusion (as seen in Figure 3b), reduction of depletion width directly scaled
the total hole current. Inset to Figure 3b shows the variation of peak total hole current as a function of hole
mobility. The reduction in hole current is in good agreement with the electron profiles (depletion width) shown
in Figure 2b.
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Figure 3. (a) Variation of hole concentration with respect to hole mobility in the range of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 as a function of vertical distance from Schottky contact under zero bias. (b) Drift, diffusion and
total hole current profile across the Schottky diode with hole mobility of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 under zero bias.

Having hole profile conceived for the investigated hole mobility range, electric field profile can be investigated as it is aimed to calculate SBL as a function of electric field (Eq. 1). Figure 4a shows the variation
of electric field within the Schottky diode under varying hole mobility. In the case of hole mobility with
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1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 , electric field basically distributes almost same. Peak electric
field near Schottky contact was obtained as 0.3 MV/cm. Such distribution is also similar to the one obtained
under no UV excitation (not shown here). As expected this is due to low level hole accumulation in the depletion region compared to ND value. On the other hand, sharp increase in electric field near Schottky contact is
observed for extremely low hole mobility case ( 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) which is in
accordance with the high hole accumulation, well above ND value (Figure 3a). Peak electric field near Schottky
contact boosted to 0.91 MV/cm and 3 MV/cm for the cases with hole mobility of 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 , respectively (refer inset to Figure 4a). Note that all of these simulation results were
obtained under zero bias condition. To have photoconductive gain, reverse bias should be applied in SBPs where
excess electrons get thermionically injected into semiconductor upon barrier lowering due to high electric field
in the semiconductor. Figure 4b shows variation of peak electric field at the Schottky-semiconductor interface
as a function of reverse bias under varying hole mobility. In the case of hole mobility of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1
and 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 , as expected from a reverse biased Schottky junction, peak electric field strength
approximately follows the relation (Figure 4b);
√
E=

2qND (Φi − VR )
,
ϵs

(6)

where Φi , VR and ϵs denotes built-in potential, reverse bias and dielectric constant of the junction. On
the other hand, high positive charge accumulated under very low hole mobility ( 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) leads to a dynamic charge profile where positive charge concentration changes as a
function of reverse bias. This is in contrast to uniform charge profile in dark current conditions.
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Figure 4. (a) Electric field profile across the Schottky diodes with hole mobility in the range of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1
- 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 under zero bias. (b) Variation of peak electric field as function of reverse bias for hole mobility
in the range of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 - 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The fit using Eq. 6 is also plotted.

As discussed in the methods section, following Eq. (1), SBL potential can be obtained using the peak
electric field data shown in Figure 4b. Variation of the calculated SBL potential with reverse bias for different
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hole mobility is plotted in Figure 5. It can be seen that for hole mobility higher than 1 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
Schottky barrier lowering can barely reached 0.14 eV at 20 V reverse bias. On the other hand, it increased to 0.20
eV and 0.43 eV at 10 V reverse bias for hole mobility of 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
respectively. These values can be inserted into total photocurrent ( Im
ph ) equation that has two components;
o

optically generated photo current (Iph ) and thermionically injected electron current by using the following
relation [33];

[ ∆ϕb ]
o
kT −1 I
Im
dark +Iph .
ph = e

(7)

Here, thermionically injected carriers are much higher for devices showing high internal gain compared to Ioph .
Typical values reported in the literature for dark current and Im
ph is on the order of 10 µA (depends on applied
reverse bias) and Idark is ∼10 pA which requires ∆ϕb value around 0.3 eV to satisfy Eq. (7) [13, 34]. We
can compare the calculated ∆ϕb values (Figure 5) with the estimated ∆ϕb value (0.3 eV) obtained through
analytical fit to the experimental results of the β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors. It can be seen that hole mobility
less than 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 is required in β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors to accumulate enough number
of holes near Schottky-semiconductor interface. Although 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 of STH related hole mobility
is theoretically calculated though DFT analysis, explaining experimentally observed photoconductive gain was
found to require further lower hole mobility, less than 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 . This indicates that other gain
mechanisms can play role to explain gain mechanism unless such low hole mobility (1 × 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1
- 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) is reported by theoreticians or experimentalists. These processes include carrier
multiplication under high electric field and SBL process through hole trapping near Schottky contact which are
beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 5. Calculated SBL potential for hole mobility in the range of 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 - 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1
under varying reverse bias voltage.

To conclude, Silvaco Atlas software was used to model the effect of STH though low hole mobility
( 1 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 - 1 × 10−12 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) in β−Ga2 O3 based vertical Schottky diodes. SRH recombination rate, hole concentration and current profiles were analysed and simulated results were discussed. Peak
electric field values obtained under varying reverse bias with different hole mobility were used to calculate SBL
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potential ( ∆ϕb ). It was found that hole mobility less than 1 × 10−10 cm2 V−1 s−1 is required to induce SBL
of 0.3 eV which is the value obtained thorough analytical fit to the experimental results of β−Ga2 O3 based
photodetectors. Unless such extremely low hole mobility is either experimentally or theoretically shown as STH
mobility in β−Ga2 O3 , STH formation was found to be insuﬀicient to explain overall photoconductive gain in
β−Ga2 O3 based photodetectors.
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